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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Today there are many definitions of "hybrid warfare". They refer, in different ways, to those
strategies that prefer the use of any advantage to the opponent on the entire elements of
national power spectrum, in short DIMEFIL 1, in order to affirm their will, not necessarily
within the declared wars.
This is a high interest scenario for individual nations and for the entire NATO Alliance due
to the potential impact on aerospace power deriving from the malicious use of emerging
technologies today.
In particular, the potential impact on the Air Domain resulting from the use of hybrid
technologies causes significant upheavals in traditional security concepts. These are
currently based on the design of reaction capacities towards "traditional threats" in the
relationship between the strategic concept of “Integrated Defense” of the Alliance and the
National Defense.
Therefore, there is the need to develop a comprehensive analysis of how traditional
Defense Systems will have to evolve and adapt their own political, legal, regulatory and
procedural peculiarities (details), without excluding technological/industrial development
aspects that will respond to this potential "emerging challenge".
The document is a set of interpretations of the same phenomenon according to different
visions that specific domains have and cause effects on Air Power and the Defense
System.
The industrial vision of the effects of hybrid cyber threats on space communications and
electronical warfare together with the role that psychology can have in implementing
sophisticated threats, and last but not least, the legal implications, are the aspects covered
by this analysis. In addition, psychology is also involved in staff aware to recognize threats
affecting the human dimension of attacks.

1

DIMEFIL stands for Diplomatic/Political, Information, Military, Economic, Financial, Intelligence and Law Enforcement
(Elements of National Power; US DoD), http://www.acronymfinder.com/
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